
Income Investors Be(a)ware! Bumpy roads ahead

and how the 

Sasfin BCI Flexible Income Fund + Sasfin BCI High Yield Fund

are navigating markets



Nice way to start the year?  Worst quarter for 40 years…
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• Inflation - transitory or structural?

• Government debt - a global problem

• Normalising of monetary policy

• Pandemic/Economic recovery

• Geopolitical tensions – US, China and Russia

1. Normal investment cycle

2. Economic paradigm shift

3. Geopolitical power shift

3 overlapping cycle/paradigm shifts 

mean there is no return to “normal” 

in the foreseeable future.

Global Issues



Global Economic Outlook - Rising global inflation a key paradigm shift

Source: Bloomberg & Alexander Forbes Investments
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WTI Oil Spot  Price

Source: Bloomberg

Fed has to choose between falling behind the curve on 

inflation or protecting the economy.  We think they will be 

forced to focus on inflation…

Source: Bloomberg

Fed has to choose between falling behind the curve on 

inflation or protecting the economy.  We think they will be 

forced to focus on inflation…

US Inflation - a whole generation of investors have not seen inflation like this…
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WTI Oil Spot  Price

An energy price shock almost always 

creates disruptive economic conditions

Source: Bloomberg

Cold War 2 - All about energy and power
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Source: Bloomberg

Fed Funds Mid-rate - previous up cycle lasted 3.5 years.
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10-year bond yield

2-year bond yield

10y - 2y spread

1st rate cut

1st rate hike

1st rate hike

Source: Bloomberg

Fed Funds Mid-rate - previous up cycle lasted 3.5 years.

Is the US economy really able to absorb sustained monetary policy tightening?



Source: Ned Davis Research

SA bond yields already 

reflecting currency weakness -

attractive vs our peer group.

SA Bonds remain attractive vs peer group
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10y - 2y spread

• US inflation might require a sustained hiking cycle, and an energy price spike may worsen trajectory.

• US economic growth may be more vulnerable than currently thought.

• China’s next growth phase (awakening) will be delayed by their insistence on a zero-Covid policy

• Locally, market is likely too pessimistic about the extent of SARB interest rate tightening, as inflationary 

pressures here are not demand-driven.

• SA’s systemic failures point to limited pockets of excellence and continuation of higher bond risk 

premiums, so while bonds are cheap, they will remain in cheap territory for the foreseeable future.

Some Key Outcomes
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Source: Bloomberg

Sasfin BCI Flexible Income Fund

Bond like returns with lower volatility - quarterly income distributions
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Source: Bloomberg

Bloomberg data errors

Sasfin BCI High Yield Fund

Monthly Income distributions and low capital volatility
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~100% A-rated exposure

40,0%

5.2%

6.5%

7.5%

40.8%

Issuer type exposure

Government

Government
Guaranteed SOEs

SOEs

Corporate

Banks

1,3%
4,1%

27,9%

14,1%

50,6%

Credit quality exposure

AAA

AA+

AA

AA-

A

BBB+

Credit Risk

Government risk

Bank paper

Sasfin BCI Flexible Income Fund - not reliant on Credit Risk for performance

Fund positioning @ 31 March 2022
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Duration positioning *Yield (gross) Duration (years)

Sasfin BCI Flexible Income 8.2% 2.5

ALBI 9.9% 6.4

*not guaranteed

Duration positioning *Yield (gross) Duration (years)

Sasfin BCI High Yield 7.0% 0.1

ALBI 9.9% 6.4

Sasfin BCI Flexible Income Fund & Sasfin BCI High Yield Fund

Allocation / positioning @ 30 April 2022
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End April 2022
Size 

(R, mn)
1-year 2-year 3-year 5-year

Since 

inception

Inception 

date

Fixed Income

Sasfin BCI Flexible Income 9,615 7.9% 10.4% 8.5% 9.5% 9.6% 01 Jul 2015

Benchmark: STeFI Composite Index 4.0% 4.2% 5.2% 6.0% 6.3%

Notes: A-fund class returns used, unless otherwise stated

Returns greater than 1-year are annualised; Annualised return is weighted average compound growth rate over the period measured; Actual annual figures are available to the investor on request.

Source: Morningstar

1st quartile

Key:

Ranked 1st Not ranked

Sasfin BCI High Yield 2,792 7.1% 9.3% 7.9% 24 Jul 2019

Benchmark: STeFI Call Index 3.7% 3.7% 4.4%

• Sasfin BCI Flexible Income Fund highest and lowest calendar year performance (as at 31 December 2021): High = 14.22%; Low = 8.42%

• Sasfin BCI High Yield Fund highest and lowest calendar year performance (as at 31 December 2021): High = 8.13%; Low = 6.19%

Sasfin BCI Flexible Income Fund & Sasfin BCI High Yield Fund

Performance summary ending 30 April 2022



Disclaimer

Sasfin Wealth comprises Sasfin Securities (Pty) Ltd, a member of the JSE Ltd; Sasfin Asset Managers (Pty) Ltd, an authorised financial services provider (FSP) no. 21664, Sasfin Wealth Investment Platform (Pty) Limited FSP No. 45334; Sasfin

Financial Advisory Services (Pty) Ltd, - FSP No. 5711; and Sasfin Fiduciary Services (Pty) Ltd. The information and any opinions in this advert are of a general nature and do not constitute advice. Sasfin Wealth takes all care to provide

current and accurate information as at the date of publication but accepts no liability for errors, omissions or subsequent changes. Any references to data, assumptions, targets, benchmarks or examples are as indicators or illustrations only

and are not fixed or guaranteed and clients should not assume any performance or guarantees apply unless such has been explicitly confirmed in writing. Past investment performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. As

clients remain responsible for the investment, product and counterparty risks of their decisions, they should consult with their advisors and independently assess and confirm all material information before taking any action.

Sasfin Wealth offers you one asset class, 

the world.

Boutique Collective Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“BCI”) is a registered Manager of the Boutique Collective Investments Scheme, approved in terms of the Collective Investments Schemes Control Act, No 45 of 2002 and is

a full member of the Association for Savings and Investment SA. Collective Investment Schemes in securities are generally medium to long term investments. The value of participatory interests may go up or down and

past performance is not necessarily an indication of future performance. The Manager does not guarantee the capital or the return of a portfolio. Collective Investments are traded at ruling prices and can engage in

borrowing and scrip lending. A schedule of fees, charges and maximum commissions is available on request. BCI reserves the right to close the portfolio to new investors and reopen certain portfolios from time to time

in order to manage them more efficiently. Performance figures quoted the portfolios are from Morningstar, as at the date of this document for a lump sum investment, using NAV-NAV with income reinvested and do not

take any upfront manager’s charge into account. Income distributions are declared on the ex-dividend date. Actual investment performance will differ based on the initial fees charge applicable, the actual investment

date, the date of reinvestment and dividend withholding tax. Income funds derive their income from interest-bearing instruments in accordance with Section 100(2) of the Act. The yield is a current yield and is

calculated daily.


